A SUMMARY
The need to create a trusted cryptocurrency exchange that will prioritise security of funds and provide a much
broader range of trading and investing options than what current exchanges offer; is what led to the creation of
Bitmillex Exchange.
Bitmillex is registered in the UK and backed by a very experienced team whose desire is to cater for the needs
of active traders as well as passive investors through transparent and viable social trading offerings.

The Major Features
Security: Cloud hosted servers with connection to custom built hardware security modules as well of several other
protective layers to tackle all forms of attacks and hack attempts. Also in place is an online: offline self balancing
ratio maintenance that keeps no higher than 2% of all exchange funds online at any given time. 98% is
maintained in offline cold wallets.
Social Trading Offering:
I.
Auto-Trade (Copy Trade): Traders have a choice to switch their accounts to auto-trade mode by
opting to follow any out of a pool of top traders on the site. Any trade entered by the top trader,
automatically replicates on copier's account.
ii.
Peer to Peer BTC Market: On the exchange, traders can buy and sell BTC with means such as debit
cards, paypal, direct account transfer, Western Union and Gift cards
iii.
Peer to Peer Lending and Borrowing: Traders can offer part of their account balance for lending to
other traders who wish to trade with higher balances and thus earn more.
MT4/MT5 Charting Software: To enhance trading experience, we introduce the hugely popular charting
software from metaquotes softwareCorp. Regarded as the worlds most advanced charting software, it also
supports margin/leveraged trading.
Trading Options in Bearish Markets: when the cryptocurrency markets are bearish, our solutions for traders are
i.
Swap BTC to USD,GBP or EUR
ii.
Enter short(sell) trade. On our MT4/MT5 platforms, traders can take positions in not only 'buy', but also
'sell' trades, profiting from whichever direction the market is heading.
iii.
Trade forex majors as an option.
Bitmillex Debit Card: Every trader on our platform is entitled to debit cards linked to their wallets, from which they
can have instant access to their balance at POS and ATMs worldwide in fiat currency.
Other features include free Trading Signals and the fastest and most advanced matching engine.
BTML is the dedicated token of the Bitmillex exchange. It is an Ethereum based token with a maximum supply of
75m units
The ICO
Total Tokens Offered: 50m units
ICO Schedule
PRE-ICO:

10,000,000 units.

$0.25

Stage 1:

10,000,000 units.

$0.35

Stage 2:

10,000,000 units.

$0.40

Stage 3:

10,000,000 units.

$0.45

Stage 4:

10,000,000 units.

$0.50

Soft Cap: $1,500.000

Hard Cap: $10,000,000

